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Tentative Schedule
 
So what does the day of the SLC
actually look like? Provided is the
schedule so you can plan
accordingly. 
 
 
 

About This Stream
 
(un)derstand Your Filters - In creating a positive campus
culture, leaders must consider how power, privilege, and
identity impact one’s ability to engage within their
community. By investigating how personal identities are
selectively filtered, both by individuals and by society, you will
gain skills to more effectively create spaces and facilitate
conversations that leverage diverse perspectives.
 
Is this stream for me?
This stream is for delegates who are passionate about
building communities that leverage UBC's diverse student
body. Delegates will be asked to consider how our identities
affect our ability to lead, and how these dynamics shape our
efforts.
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Featured Presenter 
 
Cicely Belle Blain is a diversity and inclusion
consultant, activist and writer; they are one of
Vancouver’s fifty most influential people of 2018, as
awarded by Vancouver Magazine, a co-founder of
Black Lives Matter - Vancouver, one of CBC’s 150
Black Womxn Making Change in Canada and BC
Business 30 Under 30 2019 and has served as a
member of the Canadian Youth Delegation to the
United Nations. Cicely Belle runs Cicely Blain
Consulting a social-justice informed diversity and
inclusion consulting company with over 50 clients
across North America, Europe and Asia. Their work
is informed by their professional and academic
background at the University of British Columbia,
their lived experience as a Black, queer artist, a
community builder, an intersectional feminist and a
Black liberation activist. Cicely Belle is also an
instructor in Executive Leadership at Simon Fraser
University and their first book debuts in 2020.
 
 
 Living Libraries
 
 
 

Cicely Belle-Blain
 
 
 

Corrina Keeling
 
 Multidisciplinary artist Corrina Keeling is a sidewalk

chalk revolutionary, graphic recorder extraordinaire,
and maker of music to move you. She aims to use
songwriting, illustration, digital projection, and theatre
to create containers in public spaces that allow us to
reflect and participate more meaningfully in complex
conversations about power and inequity, justice and
accountability, and place and belonging. She's curious
about how to invite people into accepting and
embracing the kind of discomfort that’s necessary for
healing and change, and hopes her work can embody
the qualities she sees as some of the best medicine
for these strange times: curiosity, creativity, deep
listening, and the practice of graceful mistakes.
Corrina believes pants without pockets are rude as
hell, and she spends the majority of her free time
trying not to take herself too seriously, and also
looking for her headphones.
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Panel 
 
Considering Identity and Diversity in Leadership 
 Harlan PrudenHarlan Pruden is a proud member of the Cree Nation, or nēhiyaw in
Cree. Harlan's mother is from the Beaver Lake Reservation and father
from the Whitefish Lake Reservation, both located in northeastern
Alberta – Treaty 6 territory. Harlan works with the Two-Spirit
community locally, nationally and internationally. Harlan is currently a
Ph.D student at UBC's Interdisciplinary Studies Graduate Program and
is focusing on historical images of Two-Spirit individuals. Harlan is also
an Educator with the BC Center for Disease Control's Indigenous
public health program, Chee Mamuk and the Managing Editor of Two-
SpiritJournal.com, an interactive multi-platform Two-Spirit media/news
site. Closer to home, Harlan is a board member for Qmunity, the home
for Vancouver's LGBT, Queer and Two-Spirit community and was just
appointed by the City of Vancouver as a member of the Board of
Trustees for the Vancouver Public Library. Harlan serves as a
representative to the International Indigenous Peoples Working Group
on HIV/AIDS.Before moving to Vancouver, Harlan was co-founder and
Director of the New York City's NorthEast Two Spirit Society and served
as the principal Two-Spirit consultant to US' Tribal Training and
Technical Assistance Center and Trans Care BC. In August
2014, Harlan was appointed by President Obama to the US
Presidential Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS (PACHA) and provided
advice, information, and recommendations to the Secretary of Health
& Human Services and the White House. (In December
2018, Harlan was fired from PACHA by Trump via Fedex.)

Stacey ForresterStacey (she / her) is a former nurse, and current community planner, activist,
writer and visual artist who raised in the lush rainforests of the ancestral
Nuu-chah-nulth territories.  Stacey is Co-Founder of Good Night Out
Vancouver, a non-profit aimed at increasing safety and inclusion in the arts
and music. Acting on her passions of music and community, Stacey is now
self-employed in the music industry, supporting festivals, venues and artists
to collectively increase safety at their events, through education, policy and
art. 
 
How to give bad news for a living
How to not end up hating your passion ’cuz it hurts you
Leadership for people who cry easily
Leading with Radical Softness – Alternative paths to Leadership
 
I was a painfully shy child, which means that I now spend a significant
amount of time convinced that adult me is just three young mes in an XL
band T-shirt. So how did I become an executive director at my own non-
profit? How do I manage to talk about embarrassing and stigmatizing things
every day, often to people who don’t want to listen? To be honest, I am not
sure I know, but let’s come together and talk about subverting society’s
vision of what makes a “natural” leader and how to work with (not through)
shyness and sensitivity.  Let’s celebrate those who are redefining leadership
through emotional intelligence, community care, and radical softness. 
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Becki Ross is a long-time academic activist in social justice
movements, including LGBTQ2S liberation, trans rights,
sex workers¹ sovereignty, and reproductive rights.  Becki
does her queerly feminist anti-colonial teaching and
research in Sociology and the Social Justice Institute at
UBC. With Jamie Lee Hamilton, Becki is the co-founder of
the West End Sex Workers Memorial, which in installed at
the corner of Pendrell and Jervis streets in Vancouver.
Becki is the author of Burlesque West: showgirls, sex, and
sin in Postwar Vancouver (UTP, 2009), which is being used
as source material for a new play, "Polly and the
Penthouse,² under development by Fugue and
Touchstone theatre companies in Vancouver. Becki¹s
published journal articles appear in BC Studies, The
Journal of Women¹s History, Canadian Theatre Review,
Sexualities, The Journal of the History of Sexuality, and
Labour/le travail. Her areas of teaching include decolonial
feminist methods of research, sexuality studies, gender
relations, and families.

Becki Ross

Angela Marie MacDougallAngela Marie MacDougall is an award winning
speaker, educator and advocate who has worked
domestically and globally on issues of gender
equity, women’s rights and human rights for 30
years. Angela is the Executive Director at Battered
Women’s Support Services - a leading national
advocate ending gender violence. There she leads a
matrix of clinical and community-based services,
legal and systemic advocacy, social enterprise and
dynamic team that support thousands of survivors
of gender-based violence.  Angela’s impact includes
curricula development, training programs combined
with empowerment and advocacy-based service
delivery models grounded in intersectional feminist
and anti-oppression theoretical frameworks. Angela
has brought tangible transformation through
extensive grassroots community-based organizing
to redress systemic and institutional barriers that
undermine the liberation of women. Angela was
named a 2014 Remarkable Woman by the City of
Vancouver and Vancouver Magazine named her one
of Vancouver’s 50 Most Powerful People.
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Unpacking Privilege in Student Leadership Roles
 
Presenter: Yash Gurnani & Keitu Malatsi 
 
Once upon a time, there was a race where everyone started at the same point.
Over time, knowingly or unknowingly, generations started the race at different
points because of institutions and systems of oppression; This meant many
others were left playing catch-up. Fast forward to now... in a room full of student
leaders, how comfortable are you talking about your privilege? Join us in our
race as we identify and critique privilege in our roles as student leaders, and
ultimately find ways to unleash equity. Please be prepared to be vulnerable and
engage in conversations that may cause discomfort; This discomfort can foster
self-awareness which will help you better understand privilege in this race that is
life.

When You Don't See Yourself in the Room"- Navigating
Leadership in Spaces Where You Are Not Represented

 
Presenter: Neema Rimber 

 
Leading as an “outsider” can be hard. This workshop explores leadership from a

minority lens for those who exist beyond the structure of traditional power.
Whether you are a womxn, a person of color, or a member of the LGBTQ+
community - dare to take a step into exploring how your identity(s) tie into

perceptions of yourself and others. Gain some practical strategies to help grow
your leadership skills in spaces where you are underrepresented and situations

"when you don’t see yourself in the room"now.

Workshops
Please note that you are allowed to choose workshops outside of your stream.
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What Is Beauty: How Dance Class, Instagram, and The
Kardashian's Ruined My Childhood

 
Presenter: Makenna Zimmerman

 
Beauty. Is. Not. Real. Learn where beauty came from, how we came to know it,
and why it's still around. By the end of this session, participants will be able to

identify the root causes and key components that currently define beauty, and
will also gain the skills to critique damaging norms and th harmful effects these
standards of beauty can have. Through analyzing personal experience, dancing
it out, and more, participants will come to know that in our own way, we are all,

truly, beautiful.

Leveraging Your Intercultural Environment
 

Presenter: Agang Tema, UBC Africa Business Club
 

In our ever globalizing world, intercultural competency is becoming an
increasingly important and marketable skill. Here at UBC, we are exposed to

people from an array of countries and cultures, and learning how to navigate
this sometimes ambiguous environment can be a challenge. In this workshop,

we will explore the benefits of living, working and learning in an intercultural
setting. Whether the focus is on enhancing the academic experience or

improving our career prospects, we will work to polish up our skills in
intercultural communication and competence.
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Discovering Filters - “seeing” and Speaking Without Them.
 

Presenter: Winston Yeung & Matt Boyer, VoiceStory 
 

Becoming aware of the impact of your unconscious voice - From childhood and
as we grow, we develop filters as we take in the environment we are exposed to;

these filters shape our reality. Come find out what your filters are, where
they came from and how to live with or without them. Because it’s only from

being aware of the filters that we use, can we discover our true voice.

Vulnerability, Social Change, and ... Theatre? 
 
Presenter: Lindsey Palmer, Sahil Nandal and Michael Newberry
 
The work of this session is grounded in Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed
and the adapted version, David Diamond’s Theatre for Living, a production for
people to come together to reflect and understand the systems that their conflict
can be rooted in. This session wields theatre techniques and games as a platform
and avenue to dissect themes of vulnerability and social topics in leadership.
 
 

Explore the different roles and identities you have, outside of being a student
at UBC.
Identify ways you are connected to local communities.  
Learn to make connections between your own interests, values, and
opportunities for community engagement in Vancouver.

Community Action: Self Exploration
 
Presenter: Michael Denhamer, Center for Community Engaged Learning 
 
Understand individual viewpoints by reflecting on personal values, skills and
identities as a basis for community action. Participants will explore community
action as a space, opportunity and personal journey.
 
Learning Objectives


